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Across

Down

1. adj; a social term that gained
strength during the era of
scientific racism used to
describe a pan-ethnic category
of people
3. “I” or “me”
4. term used for citizens of the
multi-ethnic nation formed in
1776
6. storyteller
8. to move between here and
there
9. pronoun; reduces a person to
a thing
10. an Amtrak route that ran
from Chicago to Miami
between 1971-1979
11. closely combined or linked
15. presently
18. unconventional; nonconformist
19. to contain or hold; dwelling
21. the length of your life;
having an end
25. sister (Portugese)
26. in reference to oneself
(French)
27. foil used to back mirrors
29. word first known to be used
in 1564, now used to describe
people from the
second-most-populous continent
31. socio-economically
between working class and
upper class
32. Claudia Rankine’s 2014 book
which investigates the pervasive
racism in American life
34. acronym for life’s building
block
35. friend to this and that

1. n. used to describe
approx 50% of the adult
human species
2. "________ lives matter"
5. (2 words) newer genre of
writing, includes the personal essay
7. shelter or covering
9. proof you are who you
say you are
12. a ________ of one’s own
13. one who has access to
information unavailable to
others
14. Czech region home to
city of Brno
16. one who does not
belong or is excluded
17. an ethnic group of
southwestern Nigeria and
southern Benin; one of the
largest ethnic groups in
Africa
20. suffix denoting a person
belonging to a specified
place or group
22. wanderer
23. a citizen of the first
African nation to declare
independence from European colonization
24. doubter; skeptic
28. a learned person
30. a person from the
primary ethnic group of
Finland
33. an ethnic group of
people geographically
divided by French and British
colonization into the Volta
Region and Togo

